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Abstract

many emotional contexts such as sad, angry, and
happy and also in the class “others” where none
of aforementioned emotions is present.
Analyzing the emotion or sentiment of text provides the opinion cues expressed by the user. Such
cues could assist computers to make better decisions to help users (Kang and Park, 2014) or to
prevent potentially dangerous situations (O’Dea
et al., 2015; Mohammad and Bravo-Marquez,
2017; Sailunaz et al., 2018). Character-level deep
neural networks have recently showed outstanding results on text understanding tasks such as
machine translation and text classification (Zhang
et al., 2015; Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013).
Usually, the utterances are short and contain
mis-spelt words, emoticons, and hashtags, especially in the textual conversation. Hence, using
character-level language representations can theoretically capture the notion of such texts. On
the other hand, the EmoContext dataset is collected from the social media, and so the character language model used in our experiments is also
trained on such a corpus (Radford et al., 2017).
We propose a system that encapsulates
character- and word-level features and is modelled with recurrent and convolution neural
networks (Lakomkin et al., 2017). We used our
recently developed models for the context-based
dialogue act recognition (Bothe et al., 2018).
Our final model for EmoContext is an ensemble
average of the intermediate neural layers, ended
with a fully connected layer to classify the
contextual emotions. The system performs quite
well and we ranked on the public leaderboard
(MoonGrad team) on CodaLab1 in the top 35%
of the systems (at the time of writing this paper
Feb 2019) achieving the microaveraged F1 score
(F1μ) of 0.7212 for the three emotion classes.

When reading “I don’t want to talk to you any
more”, we might interpret this as either an angry or a sad emotion in the absence of context.
Often, the utterances are shorter, and given a
short utterance like “Me too!”, it is difficult
to interpret the emotion without context. The
lack of prosodic or visual information makes
it a challenging problem to detect such emotions only with text. However, using contextual information in the dialogue is gaining importance to provide a context-aware recognition of linguistic features such as emotion, dialogue act, sentiment etc. The SemEval 2019
Task 3 EmoContext competition provides a
dataset of three-turn dialogues labeled with the
three emotion classes, i.e. Happy, Sad and Angry, and in addition with Others as none of the
aforementioned emotion classes. We develop
an ensemble of the recurrent neural model with
character- and word-level features as an input to solve this problem. The system performs quite well, achieving a microaveraged
F1 score (F1μ) of 0.7212 for the three emotion
classes.

1

Introduction

Humans might interpret text wrongly when reading sentences in the absence of context, so machines might too. When reading the following utterance,
Why don’t you ever text me?
it is hard to interpret the emotion where it can be
either a sad or an angry emotion (Chatterjee et al.,
2019; Gupta et al., 2017). The problem becomes
even harder when there are ambiguous utterances,
for example, the following utterance:
Me too!
one cannot really interpret the emotion behind
such an utterance in the absence of context. See
Table 1 where the utterance “Me too!” is used in

1
https://competitions.codalab.org/
competitions/19790
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User 1
turn1
I don’t hate you. you are just an AI
everything is bad
I am very much happy :D
How r uh

User 2
turn2
i don’t hate anyone
whats bad?
Thank you, I’m enjoying it :)
am fine dear and u?

User 1
turn3
me too
me too
Me too
Me too

label
angry
sad
happy
others

Table 1: Examples from training dataset, where turn3 is mostly the same while contextual emotion is different.

Label
happy
sad
angry
others

Train
30160
4243
5463
5506
14948

Dev
2755
142
125
150
2338

Test
5509
284
250
298
4677

that the AV contains effective features for emotion detection. The character-level RNN models
(Net1 and Net2) are identical and consist of two
stacked bidirectional LSTMs (BiLSTM) followed
by an average layer over the sequences computed
by final BiLSTM.
2.2

Table 2: EmoContext Data Distribution; first row represents the total number of conversations in dataset.
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The word embeddings are used to encode the utterances. We use pre-trained GloVe embeddings
(Pennington et al., 2014) trained on Twitter3 with
200d embedding dimension. The average length
of the utterances is 4.88 (i.e. ∼5 words/utterance
on average) and about 99.37% utterances are under or equal to 20 words. Therefore, we set 20
words as a maximum length of the utterances.
Net3 is stacked with two levels of BiLSTM plus
the average layer while Net4 consists of a convolutional neural network (Conv). Conv in Net4 over
the embedding layer captures the meaningful features followed by a max pooling layer (max), with
the kernel size of 5 with 64 filters and all the kernel weights matrix initialized with Glorot uniform
initializer (Glorot et al., 2011; Kim, 2014; Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013). The max pooling
layer of pool size 4 is used in this setup, the output dimensions are shown in Figure 1. We build
a recurrent-convolutional neural network (RCNN)
model by cascading the stack of LSTMs and the
average layer to model the context.

Approach

The final model used for the submission to the
EmoContext challenge is shown in Figure 1. It
is an average ensemble of four variants of neural
networks. Net1 and Net2 use the input from a pretrained character language model; Net3 and Net4
use GloVe word embeddings as input. All models
are trained with Adam optimizer at a learning rate
of 0.001 (Kingma and Ba, 2014).
The dataset provided by the EmoContext organizers consists of the 3-turn dialogues from Twitter, where turn1 is a tweet from user 1; turn2 is
a response from user 2 to that tweet, and turn3
is a back response to user 2 (Gupta et al., 2017).
The data distribution is presented in Table 2. We
do not perform any special pre-processing except
converting all the data into plain text.
2.1

Word-level RNN and RCNN Model

Character-level RNN Model

The character-level utterance representations are
encoded with the pre-trained recurrent neural network model2 which contains a single multiplicative long short-term memory (mLSTM) (Krause
et al., 2016) layer with 4,096 hidden units, trained
on ∼80 million Amazon product reviews as a
character-level language model (Radford et al.,
2017). Net1 and Net2 are fed the last vector (LM)
and the average vector (AV) of the mLSTM respectively. It is shown in (Lakomkin et al., 2017)

2.3

Ensemble Model

The overall model is developed in such a way that
the outputs of all the networks (Net1, Net2, Net3,
and Net4) are averaged and a fully connected layer
(FCL) is used with softmax function over the four
given classes. The complete model is trained endto-end so that, given a set of three turns as an input,
the model classifies the emotion labels.

2
https://github.com/openai/
generating-reviews-discovering-sentiment

3
https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/
glove/
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Figure 1: The overall architecture of the contextual emotion detection.

Models
Baseline model (organizers)
Our proposed model
happy
sad
angry

F1μ
0.5838
0.7212
0.6893
0.7485
0.7287

Models
Char-LM LV Model (Net1)
Char-LM AV Model (Net2)
Char-LM AV Model
(No Context)
Word Embs Model (Net3)
Word Embs Model (Net4)
Char-LM Models
(Net1 and Net2)
Word Embs Models
(Net3 and Net4)
Final Ensemble Model
Avg. Ensemble Model
(outputs of individual nets)

Table 3: Result as microaveraged F1 score (F1μ) compared to baseline and F1 score for each emotion.

3

Experiments and Results

The final submitted result to the challenge is
shown in Table 3. The metric used for the challenge is the microaveraged F1 score (F1μ) for the
three emotion classes, i.e. Happy, Sad and Angry. Our model performance was able compete
quite well with the participating teams in the challenge. The main goal to present these experiments
is to explore the features used for contextual emotion detection. For the comparison of different language features (character and word), we consider
calculating the accuracy over all four classes, in
addition to F1μ. The experimental setup developed and each network is tested individually and
in an ensemble way. The results are reported in
Table 4. When the models train individually, the
output of the model being trained is directly connected to the FCL as shown in dotted line in Figure
1. From the results, it is clear that the average vec-

Acc (%)
88.12
89.87
86.25

F1μ
0.655
0.694
0.603

88.27
88.80
89.59

0.665
0.653
0.688

87.91

0.692

91.63
91.71

0.721
0.721

Table 4: Results comparing our experimental setups.

tor Char-LM AV Model outperforms the four individual networks. As this model performs well, we
also train a single FCL to see the effect of the absence of context. The ensemble models, Char-LM
Models (Net1 and Net2) and Word Embs Models
(Net3 and Net4) show a clearer pick up on accuracy than individuals. The final ensemble model
clearly improves the overall performance. However, we also ensemble the output predictions of
all the networks trained individually, and average
them at the end. Such ensembling is also effective
for the overall improvement in the performance.
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Figure 2: Clustering the intermediate representations of different networks and their average (Avg.) ensembled
representations. EmoContext test data is used to generate these representations.
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In Figure 2, we demonstrate the intermediate
representations taken at the last average layers
of the networks on test data and plotted against
four classes. We use t-SNE algorithm that converts multi-dimensional (in our case 256) to 2dimensional arrays. We can notice that the Net2
Char-LM AV model is quite consistent while other
models are a bit unstable in clustering for the given
emotions classes. For the final ensemble model,
surprisingly, word models become too cluttered,
but still contribute to the improvement.
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The contextual emotion detection is a crucial step
towards conversational analysis where emotion
can aid the natural language understanding in
socio-linguistic studies. Especially in the absence
of facial expression and prosodic features, context becomes an important asset for emotion detection in the text. As we can see from the results
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explore different feature representations. The ensemble modelling and transfer learning are effective tools for such a challenging task, specifically,
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balanced over all the samples.
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